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ABSTRACT
The excitonic insulator (EI) is an intriguing phase of condensed excitons undergoing a Bose-EinsteinCondensation (BEC)-type transition. A prominent candidate has been identified in Ta2NiSe5. Ultrafast spectroscopy
allows tracing the coherent response of the EI condensate directly in the time domain. Probing the collective
electronic response we can identify fingerprints for the Higgs-amplitude equivalent mode of the condensate. In
addition we find a peculiar coupling of the EI phase to a low frequency phonon mode. We will discuss the transient
response on multiple energies scales ranging from the exciton dynamics to the coherent THz response of the gap.
Keywords: excitonic insulator, exciton wave packet, collective excitation, ultrafast, pump-probe, non-equilibrium, timedomain, THz

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Excitonic insulators
Excitonic insulators is a novel insulating state that is formed by the condensation of excitons (electron-hole pairs) into
a common ground state. This state was theoretically predicted about 50 years ago to appear in small band
gap semiconductors or semimetals with small band overlap, when the exciton binding energy exceeds either band
gap or band width [1]. The condensation in these cases can be described either as a BEC or BCS-like transition for
the two cases respectively.
A schematic picture is shown in Figure 1 describing the formation of an excitonic insulator gap. Excitons are bound
states of electrons and holes due to their Coulomb interaction. In s simplified single-partice picture one can describe
the bound excitons to appear below the bandgap of a semiconductor. However for large exciton binding energies
exceeding the band gap of the semiconductor the exciton level would appear within the valence band of the
semiconductor, as seen from the electron point of view, or inside the conduction band, as seen from the hole point of
view. Therefore excitons form out of electrons and holes of the valence and conduction band that are within the
exciton binding energy. At sufficient low temperatures these excitons then condense into a common ground state.
This transition of preformed excitons that as bosons then condense into the excitonic insulator ground state at low
temperatures can be described within a BEC-like picture. In the case of semimetals a similar picture emerges.
Typically, in metals the background of quasi-free charge carriers screens the Coulomb interaction between
electron hole excitations. Therefore no stable excitons form. However if the exciton binding energy exceeds the
band overlap, e.g. in a semimetal, then the Coulomb interaction between the electrons and holes cannot be screened
anymore. In this case excitons can form and they directly condense into the excitonic insulator ground state. This type of
transition can be described within a BCS-like picture.
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In contrast too superconductors no superffluid density, and according
gly no Meissnner effect, apppears because the
t condensedd
excitons are charge
c
neutrall. In optics, innstead of the spectral
s
weigh
ht being transferred into thee zero frequen
ncy delta peakk
here the specttral weight geets transferred into an “excitton peak” at gap
g as shown in
i Figure 4.
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Figure 1: Form
mation of the excitonic gap in thhe excitonic inssulator. In a sem
miconductor (right) the excitonn binding energ
gy EB exceeds
the band gap EG. In a simplified single-particcle-like picture,, as seen from th
he electron poinnt of view, the eexciton level (b
blue dashed
line) below thee conduction baand appears to be
b inside the vallence band. Resspectively, seenn from the hole point of view, the exciton
levels appears in the conduction band. The electrons and hooles in this energ
gy range preforrm excitons andd, at sufficient low
temperatures, gap
g out the band structure form
ming a characteristic band flatttening by condeensing into the eexcitonic insulaator state
(middle). For a semimetal a siimilar transitionn appears whenn the screening of
o the Coulombb interaction breeaks down.

1.2 The exciitonic insulator Ta2NiSe5
Even though the existence of the excitonnic insulator was
w first propo
osed in the 1960s [1–4] the unambiguouss experimentaal
identificationn of a materiall as an excitonnic insulator still
s remains elusive.
e
Two prominent
p
com
mpounds are 1T–TiSe2 andd
TmSe0.45Te0.555. The layeredd transition-m
metal dichalcoggenide 1T–TiS
Se2 has an inddirect band gapp and thereforre undergoes a
transition intoo a charge deensity wave state
s
at 200 K [5], which is accompaniied by the forrmation of ex
xcitons [6]. Inn
contrast the band
b
gap of TmSe
T
Te
can
be
tune
ed
by
applying
g
pressure.
A
Around
8
kbar
r
a
pronounce
ed
peak in thee
0.45
0.555
resistivity occcurs, which might
m
be causeed by the form
mation of the excitonic inssulator phase [7]. Another candidate thaat
was discussed only recenttly in respect to the excitoonic insulator phase is the chalcogenidee compound Ta
T 2NiSe5 [8,9]
which today has
h become onne of the most promising caandidates for a purely electrronic excitoniic insulator [10].
Ta2NiSe5 is a quasi-1D layyered compouund, whose sttructure consisst of Ni and Ta
T chains, whhich are aligneed along the a
axis of the crrystal as show
wn in Figure 2.
2 Along the b axis the layeers are looselyy held togetheer by van der Waals’ forcess
[11]. Resistivvity measurem
ments have shown
s
that att high temperratures the material
m
behavves like a sm
mall band gapp
semiconductoor. At TC = 328
3 K, howevver, an anomaaly in the resiistivity occurss and the systtem transition
ns into a moree
insulating staate [10]. Thiss anomaly is accompaniedd by a changee in the crysttal structure ffrom an ortho
orhombic to a
monoclinic crrystal system but without the
t formation of a CDW [12]. ARPES measurements
m
revealed that this transitionn
is accompanied by a band flattening,
f
as it is characteristic for the ex
xcitonic insulaator transitionn (see Figure 1)
1 [8,9].

k
Pre

Figure 2: Struccture of Ta2NiSe5. The materiaal is made up off Ni and Ta chains, which run along
a
the a axiss of the crystal.
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Excitons in thhe Ta2NiSe5 are formed byy a charge traansfer between
n the Ni and Ta chains as sketched in Figure
F
3a. Thiss
real space sepparation is bellieved to be a reason to prevent a fast decay of electroon-hole excitattions and therrefore stabilizee
the formationn of excitons and
a open the possibility
p
to condensate:
c

Figure 3: Excitton formation inn real space (a) and band struccture of Ta2NiS
Se5 (b). The maaterial is a directt semiconducto
or with a very
small band gapp. The valance band
b
is suppliedd by the Ni chain and the two degenerate
d
connduction bands bby the Ta chain
ns. In real spacee
an exciton is foormed between an electron on the Ta chains and
a a hole on th
he Ni chain (a).

Band calculaations revealedd that the bannd structure arround the Ferrmi level is raather simple [[12]. The systtem is a direcct
semiconductoor with a veryy small band gap,
g in which the valance band
b
maximum
m and the connduction band
d minimum aree
located at thhe Γ point (F
Figure 3b). The
T conductioon band is doubly
d
degenerate and thee bands are quasi-1D andd
consequently have a cosinne-like shape [12].
[
The conduction bandss are suppliedd by the Ta chhains (the 5dxyy orbitals) andd
the valence band
b
is provided by the Ni 3d
3 xz+yz orbitals, which hybrridise with thee Se 4px+y orbbitals [12]. Th
his results in a
spatial separaation of the vaalance band froom the conduction band.
p
off Ta2NiSe5
1.3 Optical properties

0

uonaucuvry

cm

a

Recent opticaal conductivityy measuremennts confirmedd that below TC an excitonicc gap is openiing, which reaaches a size of
∆E ≈ 160meV
V at low tempperatures [10, 13] as shownn in Figure 4. On opening thhe gap the speectral weight is pushed intoo
the “exciton peak”
p
around gap. As detaiiled analysis of
o the gap and
d the exciton peak
p
the paneels on the righ
ht hand side of
Figure 4 shoow the pronouunced excitonn resonances, which show that the form
mation of exccitons is indeeed driving thee
opening of thhe gap.
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Figure 4: Optical conductivitty and permittivvity as functionn of photon eneergy obtained through
t
ellipsometry [13]. Th
he panels on thee
g
Loorentzian fits onn the 10 K daata revealing th
he electronic background
b
(graay) and two Fano
F
resonances
right show a generalized
corresponding to the exciton levels.
l
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The excitonss lines appearr as strong Fano
F
resonancces revealing spatially exttended excitoon-phonon staates [13]. Thee
extended com
mplexes are key requirem
ment for overrlapping wav
vefunctions between the eexcitons and therefore thee
possibility to condense intoo an excitonicc insulator ground state.

2. ULTRAFAS
ST PHOTO
O-EXCITATION
However the optical measuurements at equilibrium caannot directly probe any cohherent properrties of a poten
ntial excitonicc
insulator conddensate. To thhis end ultrafaast time domaiin measuremeents provide thhe unique oppportunity to diirectly identifyy
the symmetryy broken statee in the system
m. This can bee achieved by
y probing the state’s elemenntary collectiv
ve excitationss.
The observatiion of the Higggs mode equiivalent, i.e. a coherent amp
plitude oscillattion of the ordder parameter,, in a potentiaal
excitonic insuulator would be
b direct evideence for the syymmetry brok
ken state [14].
2.1 Melting and relaxatioon dynamics of the electroonic system
Ultrafast pum
mp-probe meaasurements onn Ta2NiSe5 haave been perfo
ormed to reveeal the coherent response of
o the excionicc
insulator conddensate. Stronng ultra-short laser pulses at 1.55 eV are used to excitee the condensaate. The high photon
p
energyy
compared to the gap allow
ws to partially depleting thee ground statee that subsequuently recoverrs back into th
he equilibrium
m
state on charaacteristic timee scales. The dynamics
d
of this
t process iss probed with a time delayeed second weaaker pulse thaat
probes the refflectivity channges. A typicaal dynamics is shown in Fig
gure 5.
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Figure 5: Timee dependence off the photoinduuced reflectivityy changes in Ta2NiSe5. The insset illustrates the polarization of
o both the
pump and the probe
p
beams relative to the chaains. The signall consists of an electronic com
mponent (black ddotted lines) an
nd several
coherent oscillations.

On top of thhe electronic dynamics
d
proominent coherrent oscillatio
ons are presennt. These osciillations for one
o consist of
coherent phonnons but mosst spectacular also of a phoonon coupled to
t the coherennt excitonic innsulator goun
nd state, whichh
we will discuuss separately.. Analyzing thhe melting andd recovery tim
mes of the elecctronic quasipparticle dynam
mics as well ass
of the the noon-coupled cohherent phononn dynamics as
a a function of
o temperaturre and excitatiion fluence reeveals that thee
material’s inttrinsic gap cann be describeed as almost teemperature in
ndependent foor temperaturees up to aboutt 0.8*TC. Thiss
behavior suppports the piccture of the excitonic inssulator state in Ta2NiSe5. An additionnal temperatu
ure dependennt
component abbove these tem
mperatures sugggests that thee system is loccated in the BEC-BCS crosssover regime [15].
nt response off the electron
nic system
2.2 Coheren
To probe the systems coheenret electronic response is has to be exciited and probeed on its intrinnsic time scalees, i.e. on timee
scales of thee excitonic gaap. Such a reesponse, meaasured with ~11fs
~
pulses, is shown in Figure 6. Veery prominennt
oscillations are seen on thee onset of the electronic siggnal. The spectrum reveals 3 prominent ppeaks at 30 and 34 THz (redd
and green) ass well as at 38 THz (blue).
The first two peaks we cann attribute to a exciton wavvepacket beatting. It results from a coherrent beating of
o the differennt
exciton levelss against eachh other. In the time domain this is seen as
a oscillation at
a the differennce frequency of the beatingg
energy levelss. Since the exxciton levels n=1
n and n=2 that
t are extraccted from the equilibrium
e
m
measurements (Figure 4) aree
at 210 and 3330 meV, the exxpected beatinng signal betw
ween these exccitons should appear equivaalent to 120 meV,
m
that is 300
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THz, exactly where the firrst componentt is found (redd). Assuming
g that to first order
o
a Rydbeerg-like seriess holds for thee
excitons in thhe system one can derive ann exciton bindding energy off EB=4/3*120m
meV=160meV
V. That is exacctly the size of
the optical gaap. From thatt the expectedd beating betw
ween the n=1
1 and n=3 levvel would be at 8/9*EB=14
42 meV. Thaat
corresponds to
t 34.3 THz in
i perfect agrreement with the second mode
m
(green) in
i the spectrum
m. Since our exciting laserr
pulse with 1.55eV is far abbove gap energy, we can exclude
e
that th
he laser directtly imprints thhe coherence to the beatingg
exciton statess. This suggeests that the coherence
c
migght be intrinssic to the systtem, in agreement with the picture of a
coherent exciitonic state.
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Figure 6: Left:: High frequenccy oscillatory component
c
of toop of the chang
ge in reflectivityy (inset). Rightt: Spectrum of the oscillationss.
We identified the first two (rred and green) as quantum beating between excitons at the ground state ((n=1) and the first
f
two excitedd
states (n=2, n=
=3). The blue peak
p
we associaate with possibble Higgs-like oscialltions
o
of the
t gap. The hiigh frequency peak
p
that is noot
fitted is due peerturbed free indduction decay of
o the ultrashortt-pulse pump-prrobe experimennt.

Further we have
h
seen thatt the optical gap, as well as the extracted exciton binding
b
energyy, is about 16
60 meV. Thaat
corresponds to
t 38 THz, exxactly where we find the 3rd prominentt contribution to the spectrrum. A cohereent oscillationn
directly at gaap frequency could be inteerpreted as am
mplitude osciillation of thee ground statee and thereforre as possiblee
fingerprint foor a Higgs-type order param
meter oscillatioon of the excittonic insulatorr ground state.
d phonon-exciitonic insulattor order parrameter oscilllations
2.3 Coupled
For superconnducting condeensates it has been predicteed recently thaat in the preseence of strongg electron pho
onon couplingg,
new collectivve modes can emerge, whiich show com
mbined properties of the cooherent phonoon and electro
onic amplitudee
mode [16]. The
T strong Fanno resonances in the opticall spectra (Figu
ure 4) are alreeady a fingerpprint for strong
g couplings too
optical phonoons in the sysstem [13]. Annd indeed alsoo a coupled phonon-excito
p
nic insulator condensate mode
m
has beenn
identified [177]: A detailedd temperaturee and fluencee dependent study
s
of the the coherent oscillations on top of thee
electronic response in Figgure 5 reveals that the 1 THz mode at high excittation fluencees does not behave
b
like a
conventional coherent phonnon but becom
mes a coupledd phonon-excittonic insulator amplitude m
mode (Figure 7).
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Figure 7: (a) Oscillation
O
ampplitude of the 1 THz coupled phonon-excitonic insulator syystem. (b) Excitation mechan
nism: The pumpp
pulse changes the condensedd excitons potenntial energy lanndscape adiabaatically by depleting the BEC
C of excitons. But
B this changee
occurs faster thhan the responsse time of the loow frequency phonon,
p
and theerefore acts an impulsive excittation for the coupled phononncondensate sysstem.
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Figure 7a shows the oscillation amplitudes of the 1THz mode that traces the temperature dependence of the transient
order parameter for two different excitation fluences. A mean field type of behavior of the order parameter can describe
these dependencies. The reduced TC for the higher excitation fluence is due to the larger depletion of the condensate.

3. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The ultrafast dynamics of photo-excited Ta2NiSe5 reveals first direct fingerprints for a coherent dynamics of the excitons
in the system, that are responsible for the opening of the gap. Furthermore strong exciton-phonon coupling allows the
identification of a coupled phonon-excitonic insulator amplitude mode. This is a direct manifestation of order parameter
oscillations in the excitonic condensate substantiating the existence of an excitonic insulator state in Ta2NiSe5.
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